NETWORK CLOSET

Whether you’re a head of data center operations or a
data center architect, you are responsible for your
organization’s network closets. And that’s a challenge.
You could buy different off the shelf parts and try to piece
a solution together yourself, but what if you had a partner
who could help.
No matter how many closets you have, you need solutions that fit your
unique requirements, are flexible, scalable, and efficient, and of course, don’t
break the bank.
You could buy different off the shelf parts and try to piece a solution together
yourself, but what if you had a partner who could help? Someone with global
reach, the ability to create tailored solutions built on a framework of leading
data center infrastructure products, with pre-validation and shortened
deployment times — anywhere in the world?
At Vertiv global solutions, that’s our promise to you.

SmartRow™ DCX

SmartRow DCR

Our solutions for network closets are built to
maximize your flexibility, scalability, and efficiency
— by integrating your specific needs into our
simplified, standardized designs.

NETWORK CLOSET

Building on our industry-leading
SmartCabinet™, SmartRow™ DCR, and
SmartRow DCX product families, we can
design and deploy your network closet
infrastructure in weeks within your existing
spaces, giving you better control over
your ecosystem.
That optimizes performance and minimizes headaches —
whether you have one closet or a thousand.

How are we different?

SmartCabinet

yyOur global solutions team is here to work with you from the
beginning — from developing the initial requirements all the
way through project execution.
yyWe tailor the solution to your application while maintaining
the benefits of a streamlined process.

Rapid Design

Simplistic
Assembly
Tailored Integration
Global Service

yyWe manage your project by using a mix of Vertiv expertise
and discipline-specific partners so you can focus on your
core business.

WE MAKE MISSION CRITICAL EASY.
Vertiv global solutions keeps your systems running — and your
business moving. Our combination of experience and resources
allows us to better adapt to what’s needed, anticipate what’s
next and continue to find solutions in ways other companies
simply can’t.
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